ream games), Speech Days, school societies, Old Boys Associations-—all this
medley of arrangements has given to these schools a distinctive purpose and
tradition. It is easy to carp and easier to make fun of their shortcomings,
but their influence has been profound ; they form part of KngLmd and now
they should form part of the national inheritance.
At the moment there is considerable controversy over the future of ' Public
Schools ' and consequently of the preparatory schools also. The average
boarding fee is about £120, but it must be remembered that about two-thirds
of those at recognised Public Schools are dayboys. Of the day schools, some
like Westminster and St. Paul's receive no State aid ; others like Manchester
and Bradford Grammar Schools receive direct assistance from the Board of
Education. Fees may vary from six to thirty pounds a year, Of those at secon-
dary schools about half pay no fees and the remainder pay on a sliding scale
according to the parents* income. Perhaps it is becoming clearer that though
financial and class considerations have much to do with this somewhat sordid
controversy, this is also an issue of freedom* But more and more the Secon-
dary school acting within the local authority is achieving its own independence
and freedom in both curriculum ami organization* Each school tends to
build its own tradition and take colour from its own locality. The English
secondary school is still changing, it must adapt itself still further by diver-
sified methods to the needs of adolescence and it must emancipate itself from
older models now no longer relevant, Nevertheless it has been found possible
to instil into the new much that was valuable in the old,
Some description has been given above of the Senior Schools through
which four-fifths of the nation's children pass, Moreover a variety of other
schools, with a particular bias towards trade, commerce, industry, art or agri-
culture find increasing acceptance among parents» Mention has also been made
of the movement for compulsory continuation schools for all children up to
eighteen, Evening classes are voluntary, much of the work i$ vocational,
some is directly related to employment and nearly all is provided by the Local
Authority* But in the world of modem industry and commerce, where repe-
titive processes and dull clerical work form so large a part of the day's routine,
it is not easy to arrange a curriculum complementary to the nature of the actual
work done* Inevitably in such a voluntary system there will be thousands
who do not use the opportunities provided*
The war has stimulated a movement, no less educational because it is
informal, known as the Service of Youth, and it is taking different forms in
country and towns among the many local authorities. The essence of the
organisation lies in the marriage of voluntary and statutory effort. Just as
in the early nineteenth century voluntary and religious societies paved the way
for a national advance, so the various youth associations, but particularly the
late Lord Baden-Powell's world-wide family, have laid the foundations for a
niore comprehensive system, At the moment a ferment of experiment is in
process* Youth Service and Farm Squads, Army, Navy and Civil Defence
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